ANSWER 1
1-Integrity and authorization
2-Password authorization
3-Confidentiality
4-Availability and reliability
5-Out-band authorization
6-Signature authorization
integrity and authorization:
If we look at the payment system with integrity allows no money to be taken from a user
Explicit authorization by that user.it may also disallow the receipt of payment without explict
consent,to prevemt occurrences o things like unsolicited bribery.
Password authorizaton:
The transaction protected by a password requires that every message from the authorizing party
include a cryotographic check value.the check value is computed using secret known only to the
authorizing and verifying parties.this secret can be personal identifications numbers,a password,or
any form if shared secret.
Signature authorization:
In this type of transaction,the verifying party requires a digital signature of the authorizing
party,digital signatures provide non repudiation of origin:only the owner of the secret signing key can
sign messages whereas everybody who knows the corresponding public verification key can verify the
authenticity of signatures.
Confidentiality:
In this context means the restiction of the knowledge about various pieces of information related to a
transaction the identity of payer/payee, purchase conent,amount, and so on.typically, the
confidentiality requirement indicates that this information be resticted only to the participants
involved.
Out-band authorization:
In this approach, the verifying party typically a bank notifies the authorizing party of a transaction.the
authorizing party is required to approve or deny the payment using asecure,out-band channel.

ANSWER 2
 JAZZ CASH
 EASYPAISA
 DEBIT CARD
JAZZ CASH:
Jazz cash is a service by a leading telecommunication compnay jazz in
pakistan which provides mobile money transferring options for global
merchants.the company’s function is to develop solutions for branchless
banking and online payment gateways
Easypaisa:
Provides many financial services to the users,including online payment gateway,busness and salaries
payment,cash management,and supply chain payments.offers its solution to multiple big companies
liek uber,bykea,daraz.etc

Debit card :
Debitcard issued by bank.the card enables consumers to access the
account for a variety of transactions.the consumer actually pay
immediatly for a transaction in an on-line debit card.customer uses debit

card to apy for purchases.so merchants encourage customers to use
debit card for payment.
NOTE: TO AVOID PLAGARISM CHANGE WORDINGS

